
MPM23 • SNAILBEACH DISTRICT RAILWAYS
 TANK WAGON (BAGTANK)

HISTORY

A 4-wheel tank wagon used for carrying lubricating oil for 
quarry machinery. The prototype wagon was a  “one off” 
conversion, using a road tanker body mounted on a Bagnall 
underframe from a stone wagon (see kit MPM20). Our model 
can be used to represent a water, tar or fuel carrier   

BUILDING NOTES
Remove all parts from the ‘sprues’ as and when they are 
required. Cut carefully but do not break them off! Clean off 
any remaining moulding pips or flash with fine abrasive pa-
per. Use fluid cement (e.g. Mek Pak) for the assembly of the 
plastic parts, and super glue or epoxy resin glue for the metal 
parts. Study the diagrams and pre-drill holes as required.

We would recommend the building of the tank body and 
the underframe as two separate units and pre-paint them 
before final assembly.

UNDERFRAME & FLOOR

Assemble the underframe / floor first using the following 
method. Check, fit and fix the sole-bar / axle-box parts (3). 
These locate against the outside of the moulded marks on 
the floor (1). When firmly set, check fit wheel sets by gently 
springing into place. At this stage paint the sole-bar, ax-
le-box and underframe details. Fix outer chassis members 
(2) noting they project equally beyond the length of the floor 
part. Identify the brake blocks on the sprue, noting that they 
are left and right handed and that the raised detail face 
goes outwards. Paint these before fixing in place, and check 
that the wheels revolve freely when doing this!

Scale buffers are supplied and may be fitted if desired. 
These are mounted centrally on the ends, the base parts (5) 
have the locating holes and the buffing faces (4) the pins. Al-
ternative ‘009’ type coupling blocks (6) are included for use 
with ‘BEMO’ loops (not supplied). 

Finally fit the brass brake column by drilling a locating hole in 
the brake platform (a mark is provided). Fix in place using a 
cyanoacrylate type glue.

We strongly suggest the fitting of the Greenwich Coupling 
system of automatic narrow gauge couplings, also available 
from Narrow Planet. Further details can be found at www.
gdngrs.com/products

OIL TANK

The cylindrical resin tank is mounted in the whitemetal cra-
dle, taking care that the filler holes etc are vertical at the top.

The whitemetal filler caps should be fitted to the two central 
raised mouldings and your choice of the brass taps can be 
mounted at the bottom of the tank.

The etched operating levers should be fitted as following: 
one longitudinal at the end of the tank, two transverse adje-
cent to the main filler caps. You will need to carefully drill out 
the moulded holes to suit fitting of the etched prongs.

PAINTING NOTES

Carefully wash the sub-assemblies to remove grease and 
residue, and then prime. We recommend Halfords grey 
acrylic car primer. The livery of your choice may be applied. 
We did ours in overall black, dark grey would be an alterna-
tive, with natural wood planking for the timber floor. Weath-
ering by dry brushing to taste brings out the detail by using a 
lighter shade

ABOUT MERIDIAN MODELS

Founded in 1973 and driven forward by the late Dave Brewer 
of the Greenwich & District Narrow Gauge Railway Society 
(G&DNGRS), with Pete Wilson and other collaborators joining 
along the way, Meridian Models grew into a well-respected 
producer of detailed locomotive and rolling stock kits in 009.

Following Pete Wilson’s decision to retire in 2015, Narrow 
Planet has taken on the production and distribution of the 
plastic rolling stock kits of the Meridian range. If you have any 
queries about the model or instructions please get in touch.

CONTACT DETAILS

www.narrowplanet.co.uk 
info@narrowplanet.co.uk

Narrow Planet, PO Box 297,
Bexhill-on-Sea, TN40 9HF
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Also:

Resin tank
Whitemetal tank cradle 

and filler caps
Brass taps and brake stand

Etched operating levers
One pair wheelsets


